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BluGenie - EDR 

BluSapphire End Point Detection and Response (EDR) solution is a state of art unified cyber defence 

platform that combines power of real time endpoint monitoring, detection and response. 

BluSapphire’s BluGenie - 

Lightweight Micro Agent resides 

on an organization wide 

Endpoint’s and is primarily a 

behaviour-based detection 

system. It has the capability to 

detect APT, Zero Day attacks, 

Ransomwares and also prevent 

them from executing without 

relying on any signatures or patch 

upgrades. This feature is available 

across major operating systems 

like Windows, Linux & Mac OS.  

BluSapphire analytical capabilities coupled with several industry standards supervised and 

unsupervised Machine Learning (ML) models help prevent, detect and stop advance attacks. Analysed 

data is mapped to MITRE ATT&CK matrix to classify and understand cyber attacker’s chain of action(s) 

and PRE- ATTA&CK tactics and techniques envisioned to exploit the organization. 

 

Protect yourself from Zero-day attacks from anywhere 
 
With advance attacks such as APT, Zero Day, sophisticated non-state threats consistently plaguing 

organization’s brand and operations, the need 

of the hour is to think like an attacker or even 

beyond to up the ante. 

Thanks to the shift in digital working. Remote 

work happens to be new normal and extensive 

visibility on compute devices is critical. Our 

Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) 

brings in significant visibility by consistently 

focusing on in-memory executions; keeping a 

track on system process behaviour patterns 

such as: Parent, Child, Services, Registry 

modifications, Cron job creation etc., across 

the environment at the same time.   

Once a malicious activity is observed, BluSapphire’s EDR system blocks the threat actor before the 

damage is done ensuring your businesses are safe. 
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Robust Incident Response enablement 
 
In the eventuality of a breach, a security analyst spends a large amount of time collecting artifacts from 

various endpoints as part of the investigation. Time is of great essence especially when there is a 

breach. EDR collects and stores crucial artifacts enabling better incident response and also enables 

Threat containment and Hunt teams in carrying out swift actions in prioritizing the same. 


